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Introduction

Whether you want your printed parts to shine in vibrant colours or add a touch of elegance to your prototype, the RAL 
colour selection offers a wide range of intense hues, from vibrant primaries to subtle pastels. Using RAL colours allows 
for precise colour matching and guarantees a consistent look for all your printed components.

Why RAL? 
The RAL colours listed here can be used in any case. Other RAL colours are possible after consultation; however, they 
cannot be realised in every case as some shades are not available as spray paint. Colours from other palettes such as 
Pantone, HKS or NCS are only possible after consultation.

What is the difference in the type of colouring?
In the FDM process, parts are usually produced with a single-colour filament, whereas in the PolyJet or MJF process, the 
parts are coloured directly during the printing process. In principle, every manufactured object, regardless of the process, 
can be lacquered in one or more colours (RAL) and provided with a transparent protective lacquer in the final finishing 
stage.
 
Which materials can be lacquered?
FDM materials such as ABS, ASA and PLA are ideal for lacquering, with PLA being the most suitable.

PolyJet materials can be used without any problems. However, a special rubber lacquer must be used for flexible PolyJet 
materials, and the colour selection is limited. The reason for this is that the colour of flexible materials flakes off over time. 

MJF-PA12 can be painted with acrylic paints. The prerequisite for this is that the part is completely dry.

Which FDM materials have the widest range of filament colours?
Sometimes you are happy if the object is already in a certain colour from the ground up. However, not every FDM 
material has the same range of colours.

PLA and PETG have the widest range of different filament colours. Other FDM materials are usually only available in 
natural, white and black. For transparent materials we can recommend our 3D-PET.

File formats

STL
The STL format describes the surface of 3D bodies with the help of triangular facets.
No sphere is defined here, but only individual triangles with coordinates. 

3MF
The 3MF format contains a 3D model that includes textures, mesh, colours, materials, scaling 
and a print ticket with recommended print options.

WRL
It is the modelling language for virtual reality and can be navigated in three dimensions. in 
three dimensions.  It contains coordinates and colours that define each object and shape.

OBJ + MTL (accompanying file format MTL for textures/colours)
An OBJ file is a standard 3D image format, it contains a three-dimensional object with 3D co-
ordinates. object with 3D coordinates, texture maps, polygon areas and other object information. 

STEP
or STP, is a standard for describing product data in the additive industry.
For example, a perfect sphere is described by formula. 

STL Resolution 0,01 mm STL Resolution 0,8 mm

Key data

3D

Recommended resolution:  0,1 mm

Multi-component file
For assembled 3D data or assemblies, it is 
important that all models have the same 
zero point.

Resolution

From experience, we recommend that you use your file in the 3MF file format, as this is usually the least affected by problems 
in the production process.
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PolyJet
Multi Jet Fusion

PolyJet and Multi Jet colour spectrum

In PolyJet, your objects can be coloured directly during the printing process. Similar to conventional 2D printing, your printed 
part can be coloured in multiple colours from all sides.

PolyJet offers an astonishingly wide colour gamut, which makes it possible to display impressive and vivid colours in 3D-
printed 3D printed parts. The J750 is known as one of the most powerful colour printers on the market, offering over 500,000 
possible colours.

It is important to note that the colour space does not include all Pantone and RGB colours. In particular, pure reds are limited 
with the PolyJet. Although the J750 colour space is very extensive, there are areas that the J750 cannot reach, e.g. Pantone 
and RGB. The CMYK colour space, on the other hand, is completely included and can be reproduced without any problems.

Multi Jet Fusion (MJF)
Parts from the Multi Jet Fusion are not only stable, but can also be printed in a wide range of colours.
The printable colour range of the MJF is comparable to the PolyJet colour space.

RGB (Computer monitors)

Pantone Farbpalette

Stratasys J750
(slightly larger than CMYK)

HP Jet Fusion 580

CMYK (2D printers)

LAB colour space
(All colours visible
visible colours)
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Colour matrix

With this colour matrix we present a clear selection of colour variations for your PolyJet and MJF printing projects.
The colour matrix is not just a simple palette, but a comprehensive tool so that you know exactly which shades you can 
choose for your project.
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RAL colour overview

On the following pages you will find our RAL overview for 3D printing. Discover a diverse selection of RAL colours to bring 
your 3D models to life. Our unique RAL numbers allow a precise colour communication. 

The RAL overview includes a selection of 210 colour tones, which is roughly equivalent to RAL Classic (213 tones). Expanded 
colour shades, such as luminous colours, are not included for technical reasons, as their implementation is not always possible. 

However, please note that availability may vary depending on the printing process and material. If you have any questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact us to support your creative vision.
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All information and data for guidance only. Subject to change without notice.
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NT K+D AG
Fabrikweg 10 / Postfach 267
CH-8634 Hombrechtikon

Telefon +41 (0)55 254 54 54
Fax  +41 (0)55 254 54 55
E-Mail info@ntkd.ch
Internet www.ntkd.ch
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NT K+D AG –
Your partner for seals and plastic parts
with applications all around the world.

Certified in accordance with ISO 9001 


